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comics in the academy: three questions
first question: is the
‘graphic novel' a curse?

suddenly comics were
not just childish,
fannish, or low-class
trash. we went from
this – a pamphlet on
crappy newsprint;

partly we've won our place
in the academy because of
the graphic novel. sometime
in the 1980s, a taste
distinction was broken down.

to this – a nice
hardback with
decent production
values, aimed at
adults.

you soon had
non-fiction,

politics,

this magical transition has
been seen to be
responsible for the rise of
new readerships,
particularly women.

memoir and
all manner
of other
‘respectable'
subject
matter.

Suddenly,
graphic novels
were being
reviewed in the
quality
newspapers,

if you look at the most
successful graphic novels
today, many of them are
by women.

it wasn't long before the
academy caught on, using the
graphic novel as an access point. by
the 2000s we had university courses,
and academic booklists and journals
– today there are 10 peer-reviewed
journals, which is pretty staggering.

and on radio
4 and on tv,

and were in
bookshops,
as opposed
to the
newsagents
or the
specialist
comics shops.

this shift may also have
helped inspire other kinds
of diversity.

so, the graphic novel helped us come a
long way. but at what price?

first of all, let me say
that i personally think
that a graphic novel is
more than just a
marketing device. so i
agree with the logic
behind the cambridge
history of the graphic
novel, which is perhaps
the apogee of this story
of the rise to
respectability.

‘the graphic
novel is a specific
[variety] of the
comic form, which
displays a number
of prototypical
features that
can be read,
compared and
analysed'
in other words, i
certainly think the
graphic novel has
its place, and that
we should continue
studying it.

but too much of
an emphasis is a
problem.

what about
strips, web
comics, the small
press, and all the
other types of
comic?

in particular, if
we concentrate
on the graphic
novel,

it means that
comics get looked
at as novels.

in other words,
text narratives
with added
pictures.

their literariness
comes to define
them.

the vast majority of essays in
the journals are close readings
in a lit. crit. tradition.

the vast majority of analytical
books are by literature
scholars. the first masters
course was at dundee university,
and came out of a literature
course. and so on.

for this
reason, the
literature
departments
of traditional
universities
have colonised
comics studies.

is that because there is
more prejudice here? i
don't know. anyway, it's
why some of us here at
ual founded the comics
research hub last year partly to push back.

by contrast, the
art schools have
been frustratingly
slow to catch on.

so, once this process of
the ‘graphic novelisation'
of the form starts, it's
very hard to stop. i'll give
a few examples.

when i founded the journal of graphic
novels and comics, i had big fights with
routledge about the need to include
the term ‘graphic novels' in the title.
in the end they insisted on it. but this
is like saying ‘the journal of carrots
and vegetables'.

another example. the media will not
review comics unless they are graphic
novels. that's a generalisation, but i was
the observer's reviewer for ten years, and
that was definitely the attitude. there
were reasons for it – the public had to be
able to buy the comic in their local
bookshop. but nevertheless, i was warned
off from reviewing things that were ‘too
comicy'. and i believe that attitude is
still there.

third example,

last year, this
graphic novel was
nominated for a
man booker prize.

cue big
celebrations –

the media hailed
this as another
step forward.

but the man
booker is a
literary prize –

it's like entering
an apple in an
oranges contest.

sabrina is a good
comic in many ways,

but it is a deeply
literary comic –

it's very long, and
it's lots of panels
with talking heads.

i think you can see
what i mean…

so what to make of all
this? in the academy, we
are reliant on the canon
– whether you like that
idea or not, it's what we
base teaching around.
with graphic novels
dominating the canon, it
sets up all sorts of
dynamics.

it's easier for a student
to get a proposal for a
dissertation accepted if
it's about a graphic novel
– especially if it's one
that happens to have
been reviewed in the
media – than it is about
anything on this table.

or to get funding for
conferences if the
proposal has ‘graphic
novel' in the title. for
researchers, funding bids
are more appealing if they
have the term ‘graphic
novel' in them. and so on.

what should we do? the graphic novel is at
the nexus point of what makes comics in the
academy both exciting and problematic. it's
got us this far, but maybe now is the time
to say goodbye to it?

perhaps we need to move into a post-graphic novel way of
thinking. but what would that mean? what would it look
like? what are the implications of thinking about a comics
studies future beyond traditional notions of literary
prestige? i'm not sure. i'd like to know what you think.

second question:

is comics studies
becoming
instrumentalised?
some of us in this room
work in universities, and so
we are familiar with the way
in which an impact agenda
has taken them over.

so, the sciences and
social sciences love comics
because they can make
their work more impactful.

this is simon grennan, who
co-produced a comic about
dementia using feedback
from care workers,

it basically followed the
2008 financial crash. thus,
the arts have to be ‘useful'
– they have to make money,
or put students in jobs,
or contribute to society
in some way.

so, it's inevitable that
we're seeing more research
into how comics can be
useful in schools, in the
legal profession, in medicine,
and so on. in other words,
how they can be
instrumentalised. and that's
fine. there's nothing wrong
with that kind of research.

my colleague dr ian horton
has called this kind of
approach ‘applied comics'.
and once you apply this
remarkable artform to
different areas of life,
remarkable things happen.
here, i just want to point
to three examples of work
by my former phd students:

this is john miers - who is
looking at visual metaphors
for chronic illness,

and this is pen mendonca
who has developed a new
system of ethical
cartooning, as applied to
the wellbeing of different
marginalised groups of
people.

all these projects are
making the world a better
place. this kind of work
fits the impact agenda
perfectly. and indeed this
university's strategy
remit, very well.

so, here's the ‘but' – and you
probably know what i'm going to say…
what about other kinds of research?
what about my other phds, who are
doing equally brilliant, groundbreaking
work, but who don't fit the impact
agenda quite so snugly? who may be
doing more experimental work, or
more historical work?

so, amongst my
current and
about-to-start phds, i
have a student
looking at biographies
of artists and the
new gallery bookshop
economy,

one doing
afrofuturism,
one doing
philosophies of
collaboration,

one doing
early print
techniques,

one doing a
transmedia
study of a
well-known
character.

and another one
doing digital comics.

what is their place in the future?
are they at the wrong end of
this hierarchy? i hope not…

so, how do we think imaginatively about research that falls outside an instrumentalist
agenda? is it ‘a nice hobby', as the daily mail and some members of government would
like us to think, or does it encourage critical thought, problem solving, and lateral
thinking? is it at the core of what makes the arts and humanities worthwhile, and if so
do we need to shout louder about this?

i realise, of course, this is part of a
bigger question about the point of the
arts and humanities – which takes in the
point of art school, which has been one
of jeremy's big questions for us. and i do
understand the philosophical arguments.

but because of
comics' lack of
cultural status, and
the fact that we
still have to justify
ourselves all the
time, this question
seems doubly urgent.
in some ways we've
been forced into
a defensive
crouch, and
i'd be
interested
to hear
how you
think we
can get
up from it.

is it simply a case of ‘never apologise,
never defend', as the great american
scholar rusty witek puts it? or do we
have to be more proactive? and how do
we do that?

(i've got the best job in the world,
haven't i – supervising this lot…)

third and final question:

should comics studies
be a discipline?

i won't spend much time
on this one, because
it brings together
everything i've said so far.
at the moment comics
studies is a field.

we went from being a
fringe interest at fan
conventions when martin
and i started, to being a
‘field', to being a nascent
‘discipline'.

this has been
due to the
reasons i
mentioned
above – the
growth of the
journals, the
conferences,
the courses,
etc. – and also,
inevitably, the
growth of the
idea of the
graphic novel.

it has been said
that comics
studies is now
where film
studies was at
the end of the
1960s.
fair enough.
that's quite an
achievement.

and it's
been quite
a trip…

he says that comics
studies is already
interdisciplinary – by its
very nature – and
that we don't gain
anything by becoming
more embedded. there
are other reasons, too,
for thinking it's a bad
idea. for example, if we
give in to becoming a
discipline, then we
become ‘disciplined', in a
way that michel
foucault has described,
and hemmed-in by a
limiting discourse.

but do we want to be
consecrated by the
academy, to use pierre
bourdieu's term?

another great american
scholar, charles hatfield,
says no - we work best
using guerrilla tactics in
different disciplines.

in other words,
we'd have to
behave by the
academy's rules,
and become
compartmentalised
like other
disciplines.

finally, should we
be trying to
become a
discipline just at
a moment when
some universities
are moving away
from disciplines
altogether and
offering
pick-and-mix
degrees? there
are some
powerful
philosophical
arguments
behind this.

on the other hand, becoming
a discipline would recognise
comics as an artform – and
surely that's a good thing?
it would acknowledge that
it is a form unto itself, and
not an adjunct to
something else.

and it would
create jobs.
i've mentioned
my phds, but
there's a
whole
generation
of phds
out there
who need
jobs! they
don't
necessarily
want to
work in
literature
departments
or graphic
design
departments.

it would recognise
that a body of
scholarship exists,
and would provide
a base for
consolidating
archives
and
resources.
it would
give us a
sense of
belonging.

and i do mean
all my phds...
not just the
so-called
instrumentalist
ones.
(or is arguing
for jobs being
instrumentalist
in itself??)

so, just to conclude on why we should be
a discipline - and to conclude my talk:

in this age of the precariat, it would
make us less precarious.

maybe, it'd make it easier for a
student to propose a dissertation
that is not constrained by the
canon, as dictated by an emphasis
on the graphic novel.

and maybe it'd help
us get up from our
defensive crouch –
which was question 2.
which brings
me back to
question 1.

what do you think?

thank you.

p.s. ...

well, kids, didja enjoy
that?… that was just the
red leb version – the
clickbait, crowdpleasin'
stuff…

heh…heh…

if you want the hard stuff,
meet me here:
www.marieduval.org, and at
the british museum
lunchtime talk about marie
duval on 13/06/2019.
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